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Foreword

Here’s the problem. More than twenty-one years on from the international
treaty made in 1998 between the British and Irish governments, the

‘problem’ it was meant to settle is still highly conflicted (not calm). We’re not even
agreed on whether we call it the Belfast Agreement or the Good Friday Agreement,
or both! Northern Ireland (or is it the North of Ireland) is still ‘emerging’ from
thirty years of violence known commonly as the ‘Troubles’. Its peace process has
been ‘stuck’, at an ‘impasse’ since the power-sharing Executive and Assembly was
suspended in January 2017. Promised measures for dealing with the legacy of the
conflict have yet to be implemented. We have seen come and go the proposals of
Eames–Bradley (2007–2009), Haas–O’Sullivan (2013), the Stormont House
Agreement (2014), and the Fresh Start Agreement (2015). The latest public
consultation is on ‘Addressing the Legacy of Northern Ireland’s Past’. Are we
‘dealing with’ the past, or just ‘addressing’ it?1

Here’s part of the solution. This book proposes investment in a new educational
resource for addressing (dealing with) the past – not just the thirty years of the
Troubles, but the long past of family and local history in this part of the world,
stretching back, at least to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, to what
Jonathan Bardon has called ‘the deadly struggle between supporters of the
Reformation and the Counter-Reformation’. The proposed CALM project takes
the form of a ‘digital atlas’: a Conflict Atlas for Local Migration (CALM I) and a
Citizens Atlas for Local Migration (CALM II). CALM I is primarily for the
academics and CALM II for all citizens, young and old. As Calming Conflict
explains, both parts of the CALM project need the power-sharing support of our
Colleges (first, second and third level educational institutions), Archives, Libraries,
and Museums (also CALM). A pioneering team could start piloting CALM now,
without waiting for a breakthrough in the political impasse, although one would
help. 

This book, I believe, makes a compelling case for CALM. In laying the
intellectual groundwork, it develops the three themes of conflict, metaphor, and
migration with great scholarship, achieving not only breadth, depth, and balance,
but also coherence. I am familiar with conflict and conflict studies through having
been Vice-Chancellor of Queen’s University, which excels in the field, and having
had the privilege of working with Senator George Mitchell when he was our

1  The Analysis of the Consultation Responses (over 17,000) was published by the Secretary of State for Northern
Ireland, Karen Bradley, on 5 July, 2019, https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/addressing-the-legacy-of-
northern-irelands-past



Chancellor. I am also familiar with migration through being a migrant myself
(Canadian-born with roots in Ireland and Scotland), and with migration studies
through having researched and written the family and local history of the Bains
and Bamfords and seven of their related families (not nearly as well of course as
Patricia Craig’s A Twisted Root); and through serving on the Board of the Ulster
Historical Foundation, which has been promoting family and local history since
1956. But I have to admit that I had not previously heard of the academic
discipline of metaphor studies, or paid close attention, as this book does, to the
way we use metaphor, as when we speak of ‘emerging’ from conflict, or ‘moving
beyond’ it. I am more than persuaded by the fundamental argument of this book
that ‘hitting on the right metaphor’ is of key importance if we are to get better at
explaining conflict(wherever it occurs), proposing solutions, and persuading others
to adopt them. This book will help us to do so. We could make a good start, as it
suggests, by adopting ‘calm’ and ‘migration’ as guiding metaphors in what we do
next.

Three organisations have come together in joint-support of this publication: the
Ulster Historical Foundation (UHF), the Northern Ireland Community Relations
Council (CRC), and the Mellon Centre for Migration Studies at the Ulster-
American Folk Park (MCMS).2 Each has a strong record of publication in the field
of dealing with the past, and also a proud tradition of public engagement over the
last twenty years and more – through lectures, seminars, and workshops – with
family and local history societies and groups of all kinds throughout Ireland,
Britain and North America, and with schools. This book should interest anyone
attracted to the idea of doing family and local history as a benefit to the common
good, not least the policy-makers and practitioners concerned with the main
community relations strategy of the suspended Northern Ireland power-sharing
Executive and Assembly, which is called ‘Together: Building a United Community’
(TBUC). As Professor Catherine Nash has well reminded us, we are dealing with
‘memory shared, even if it is shared in different ways’, and our aim should be to
share it in ways that help ‘calm’ rather than ‘enrage’ community relations.3

We are persuaded of the need to put this book before as wide a public as possible
at this time. Specialists will find here much new, within a mapping for the first
time of the place where the three ‘worlds’ of conflict, metaphor, and migration
studies meet. As the author suggests, it is a bit like exploring that intriguing point
on the Border where the three Ulster counties of Armagh, Tyrone, and Monaghan
meet (Fig. 0.2.1). They will also find what amounts to a new survey of the vast
literature about the Northern Ireland conflict – the first such survey since John

x CALMING CONFLICT

2  For UHF publications, see https://www.ancestryireland.com/; for CRC publications see https://www.community-
relations.org.uk/publications; for MCMS publications, see https://www.qub.ac.uk/cms/publications/pubindex.htm.
Additional support from the Esmé Mitchell Trust and the Ulster Local History Trust (http://www.ulht.org.uk/) is also
gratefully acknowledged.
3  Catherine Nash (2005), ‘Local Histories in Northern Ireland’, History Workshop Journal, 60 (1), 45–68. 



Whyte’s Interpreting Northern Ireland (1990), and John McGarry and Brendan
O’Leary’s Explaining Northern Ireland (1995). Moreover, Calming Conflict is an
affirmation of the importance of family and local history that will reward the
patient non-specialist for whom it is also intended. It is worth acquiring for
Chapters 2 and 3 alone, if only for the brilliant comparison of the way metaphors
are developed in the 1912 Ulster Covenant and the 1916 Proclamation. More than
that, Calming Conflict practises what it preaches. The clue is in the title. It not
only teases out the tangled way in which ‘experts’ have sometimes ‘calmed’,
sometimes ‘enraged’ the conflict; it also makes detailed, well-illustrated practical
proposals in the form of CALM I and II, and very attractively presents prototypes
that are accessible through the book’s innovative on-line GIS Companion Website,
developed in partnership with Queen’s University
(https://go.qub.ac.uk/gisCALM).

Calming Conflict marks the author’s long career in education. Its
first half was spent in the ‘world’ of schools (1977–97), teaching at
Rathmore Grammar School and Lagan College in Belfast; and the
second half (1998–2018) at the point where the ‘worlds’ of museums,
libraries, archives, and universities meet, directing the Mellon Centre
for Migration Studies at the Ulster-American Folk Park (now part of
National Museums Northern Ireland). This book completes a kind of
‘trilogy’. Written with an eye to the future, Opposite Religions Still?
Interpreting Northern Ireland After the Conflict was published in 1996
when he was Principal of Lagan College. Migration in Irish History,
1607–2007, co-authored with his colleague at the Mellon Centre
Patrick Fitzgerald, was published in 2008 – the year after Ian Paisley
as First Minister and Martin McGuinness as Deputy First Minister
jointly led their parties into the restored power-sharing Executive and
Assembly. As the effort to restart and sustain the peace process
continues, this third book strikes a hopeful note that deserves a good hearing.

I first met the author in 1998, on the occasion of the first conferring of the
Queen’s University degree of Master of Social Science in Irish Migration Studies
(taught in Omagh at the Mellon Centre for Migration Studies). I remember it well
because he had arranged for me to be photographed with the graduating students
in front of the Lanyon Building, alongside the Ulster-American Folk Park’s iconic
‘mobile home’, the Conestoga wagon. The reader will find the book’s main learning
points and recommendations for CALM clearly summarised in the Introduction.
May the CALM wagon start rolling soon.

G.S. Bain
25 OCTOBER, 2019

FOREWORD xi

Professor Sir George
Sayers Bain was born and
brought up in Winnipeg,
Manitoba, was President
and Vice-Chancellor of
Queen’s University Belfast
from 1998 to 2004, and
is currently a member of
the Board of the Ulster
Historical Foundation.



Introduction

He maketh the storm a calm.
(Psalm 107: 29)

Like most other places around the world, Northern Ireland is now seen as
comparatively ‘calm’ and ‘emerging from conflict’. Its ‘storm’ that ‘raged’ for

about thirty years (1968–1998), commonly called the ‘Troubles’, is ‘over’ (‘passed’).
But what exactly does it mean to ‘emerge’ from the rage of a storm to calm?
Calming Conflict is about this question; about how to better develop the metaphor.1

There is a picture of ‘calm’ on the front cover of this book: the front cover of
The Agreement – the peace proposal document that was posted to every household
on the island of Ireland by the British and Irish Governments in 1998. It shows a
typical family at ease, united as one, at the end of the day, on the shore of a calm
sea. But as Calming Conflict went to press in 2019, the metaphorical ‘family’ of
Northern Ireland seemed far from calm – still uneasy. Its power-sharing Executive
and Assembly was not working, collapsed since January 2017. Twenty-one years
on from The Agreement, Northern Ireland more resembled the counter-image of
the ‘family’ in Disagreement (the Ian Knox cartoon also pictured on the front cover
of this book). There was still conflict – even about the name of the ‘family’ and
the name of its ‘agreement’: is it Northern Ireland or the North of Ireland; the Belfast
Agreement or the Good Friday Agreement? Such ‘small differences’ pointed to deeper
conflict about the ‘Thirty-Year Storm’ of the ‘Troubles’; about how to ‘explain’ it;
and about how to ‘deal with’ the damage – the ‘legacy of the past’.2

1  The ‘Thirty-Year Storm’ is neatly dated 1968–98, but some experts prefer 1966 or 1969 as the start date, and 2006
or 2007 as the end date (Operation Banner, the British Army’s longest continuous deployment, lasted from 14
August 1969 to 31 July 2007). The authoritative Lost Lives: The Stories of the Men, Women and Children who Died as a
Result of the Northern Ireland Troubles dates the first death to 1966, and the most recent to 2006 (McKittrick et al.
2007, 25, 1548–9; compare also Jeffery 2003, 1080 and English 2008, 61). The difficulty of this problem resembles
the difficulty of determining exactly where and when a ‘natural storm’ starts and ends, let alone the higher order
questions of how, and why.
2  Conflict about the naming of The Agreement is discussed in Chapter 2. The four figures in the ‘Disagreement’
cartoon are from left to right: a Paramilitary ‘Dissident’, Ian Paisley, William Ross, and Robert McCartney (Knox
1999, 26). 
The cartoons of Ian Knox are discussed in Chapter 2. In 2017, after the collapse of the power-sharing institutions, a
newspaper editorial explained [emphasis added]:

… the Orange-Green tribalism is stronger than ever nearly twenty years after the Good Friday Agreement [sic]
… many people feel that a political cloud hangs over us again … we need … to have a calm and constructive
approach by all sides (An urgent need for Northern Ireland to start healing itself [sic], Belfast Telegraph,
06/03/2017).

In 2019, the six Stormont parties issued a rare joint statement to condemn the murder of Lyra McKee which
concluded:

… this is a time for calm heads (Stormont parties unite in condemnation, News Letter, 20/04/2019).



flicked his whip in Tyrone (1945, 14; see also Carr 2017, 98–102;
Rauchbauer 2009, 76–81; and Leary 2016, 102–03, 105, 116).13

Whereas Shane Leslie developed this metaphor to help explain the ‘tangle’ in
Ireland of Irish, English, and Scots, it may help here if the reader sees ‘the point
where three counties meet’ as standing for the place where the three academic

INTRODUCTION

Fig. 0.2.1 Meeting Point of Three Counties: looking north from the R185 in Monaghan 
towards the point (red arrow) with the estate wall following the line of the Border.

Fig. 0.2.2 Map showing point where the county boundaries of Armagh, Monaghan, and Tyrone
meet at the River Blackwater (Armagh, Sheet 19, 1: 50, 000 Discoverer Series, 1990 edition,
Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland, permit 170069).

13  At Partition in 1921, three of the nine Ulster counties were ‘migrated’ into the new twenty-six-county ‘Irish Free
State’ (Cavan, Donegal, and Monaghan), while the others were ‘migrated’ into the new six-county ‘Northern Ireland’
(Antrim, Armagh, Down, Fermanagh, Londonderry, and Tyrone). The co-ordinates of the meeting point of Armagh,
Monaghan and Tyrone on the Border are 54.330824, -6.864116, which may be located by accessing an on-line
mapping provider such as Google Maps, or this book’s GIS Companion Website (https://go.qub.ac.uk/gisCALM). 



In the conclusion to her book, Northern Protestants: An Unsettled People (2000),
Susan McKay re-quoted this passage and further developed the metaphor:

… no one could have imagined then just how terrible the harvest
[sic]would be. Protestants were the victims, but also the perpetrators …

Referring to the continuing danger of being ‘thrown back into a dark past by
sectarian forces’, she concluded:

… there are monsters which have to be faced down, but there is much to
be proud of too. There is honest ground to stand on (p. 369).

As well as developing the ‘sowing dragon’s teeth’ metaphor, McKay’s ‘honest ground
to stand on’ echoed one of John Hewitt’s poems, ‘Anglo-Irish Accord’ [emphasis
added]:

This land we stand on holds a history
so complicated, gashed with violence,
split by belief, by blatant pageantry
that none can safely stir and still feel free
to voice his hope with any confidence.

If none can ‘safely stir’, all must still be ‘sheltering’ from the storm – ‘staying put’,
not risking ‘migration’. The poem continues:

Slave to and victim of this mirror hate,
surely there must be somewhere we could reach
a solid track across our quagmire state,
and on a neutral sod renew the old debate
which all may join without intemperate speech.24

‘Somewhere we could reach’ … ‘a solid track across our quagmire state’ … ‘a
neutral sod’ … ‘honest ground to stand on’. Like Seamus Heaney’s ‘further shore’,
on the ‘far side of revenge’, these are good metaphors, as has been explained in The
Far Side of Revenge: Making Peace in Northern Ireland (De Bréadún 2008, vii, x).
Good metaphors for citizens ‘emerging’ and ‘migrating’ from conflict, wherever
they might be. Good metaphors for getting better at ‘dialogue’ and ‘mapping’:
mapping the ‘ground’ of the ‘old debate’, in ‘temperate’ (calming) rather than
‘intemperate’ (enraging) everyday speech. Good metaphors for proposing a new
CALM ‘atlas’ to aid the process of ‘emerging’ and ‘migrating’ from conflict: a
Conflict Atlas for Local Migration (CALM I) and Citizens Atlas of Local Migration
(CALM II). 

INTRODUCTION xxxiii

24  ‘The Anglo-Irish Accord’ (Hewitt 1981, 537–8) is quoted by Richard Davis in his book, Mirror Hate (1994,
298). Hewitt’s ‘mirror hate’ is the opposite of the ‘mirror love’ that Virgil explains to Dante in the Divine Comedy
(Purgatory, Canto XV, ll. 73–5, Musa 1985, 163, 168; Henry 2003, 139).



pioneered locally. But if that should not prove possible, the lead might well be
taken by GIS-savvy pioneers elsewhere, in Ireland, Britain, or the rest of the world,
in support of Northern Ireland ‘emerging’ – ‘migrating’ – from conflict, calmly.

Emerging and Migrating
To develop the metaphor, Northern Ireland is emerging from conflict and
migrating ‘away’ from conflict, like a migrant crossing to a ‘new world’. In the
‘digital world’ there is similar talk about ‘emerging’ and ‘migrating’. As the ‘fifth
generation’ (5G) ‘emerges’ from the fourth, so we ‘migrate the data’ – from one
‘home’ (home page, platform, operating system) to another. This ‘data migration’
may be seen as similar to the way citizens as parents ‘migrate their DNA’,
biologically – enabling it to ‘emerge’ (literally) as the ‘next generation’. Also similar
is the way societies ‘migrate the data’ of their culture (civilisation) – from the older
generation to the younger generation, through their education system. But there
is danger in ‘emerging’ and ‘migrating’, as there is in ‘staying put’. In their
pioneering book about conflict and metaphor, Negotiating Identity: Rhetoric,
Metaphor, and Social Drama in Northern Ireland, Anthony Buckley and Catherine
Kenney explained [emphasis added]:

… unless constant attention is paid, by population and government, over
a period of decades to redress the impact of the division, any settlement [sic]
achieved by politicians is likely to be fragile (1995, x). 

So it has proved. Part of the work of ‘redress’ is to calmly develop our ‘guiding
metaphors’: not only the more recent ones such, as ‘emerging’ and ‘moving beyond’
conflict, but also the older ones such as ‘sowing dragon’s teeth’, as one writer
developed it in 1966:

… violence has been smouldering in Belfast and district for weeks past
… [we] can have nothing to do with those who have been sowing dragon’s
teeth, and can now see how terrible the harvest [sic] can be. Ulster is in
danger of being thrown back into a dark past by sectarian forces, which
have too long been winked at by many who should know better (Belfast
Telegraph, 27/06/1966).

The metaphor of ‘sowing dragon’s teeth’ is international, with a long lineage that
can be traced back to ancient Greece. This development of it is taken from a
newspaper editorial, written after one of the first sectarian murders of the
‘Troubles’.23

xxxii CALMING CONFLICT

23  The editors of Lost Lives, the chronology of 3,638 individuals who died in the Troubles, quoted this passage in the
relevant entry (No. 3):

3. June 27, 1966
Matilda Gould, West Belfast
Civilian, Protestant, 77, widowed,1 child

Mrs Gould was mistaken for a Catholic (McKittrick, Kelters, Feeney & Thornton 1999, 28–9).



1
Calming Conflict is like 
Traffic Calming

If we talk about conflicts as storms, certain things follow. They start from calm,
they rage, and they end with calm. The turbulence may be as violent as a

hurricane, or no more violent than a ripple on a pond, like the proverbial ‘storm
in a teacup’. A stormy conflict may be calmed without talking, but major storms
of violent conflict, such as the ‘thirty-year’ conflict of the ‘Troubles’ in Northern
Ireland, are rarely if ever truly calmed without talking, without agreement on an
explanation – ‘explanation’ in the sense of the metaphor hidden in the word, ‘to
make plain; spread flat; make smooth’ (from Latin explanare).1

Picturing the process of ‘explaining’ in this way (spreading flat and smoothing)
suggests that a ‘conflict’ is something ‘rolled-up’, like a map; or ‘roughed-up’, like
a stormy sea. It follows therefore that ‘explaining conflict’ is about ‘making things
calm again’ – flat calm, like the sea after a storm. It follows further, provided a
conflict has been ‘made plain’ to the satisfaction of all concerned, that things
thereafter should be ‘plain sailing’, at least until the next storm. In this sense, the
title of this book, Calming Conflict is a metaphor for ‘explaining’ what it means to
‘explain’ a conflict. 2

A conflict (literally rather than metaphorically) is ‘any situation where one
person’s concerns or desires differ from another person’ (Christian 2018, 305). At
one extreme on the spectrum is the almost negligible type of conflict (a ‘storm in
a teacup’ or ‘hiccup’), which may be ‘calmed’ in a moment, with the briefest of
explanation (‘Sorry’, ‘My fault’); or maybe no explanation is required (‘No
problem’, ‘That’s fine’). A conflict may be so slight as to seem to settle itself. At
the other extreme, however, is the truly violent type of storm (conflagration,

1 ‘Across the world conflicts start, rage and end’, explains David Bolton, author of Conflict, Peace and Mental Health:
Addressing the Consequences of Conflict and Trauma in Northern Ireland; adding that ‘as they rage and after they end,
individuals, families, communities, government departments and aid agencies are faced with the task of
reconstruction, recovery, and adjustment … some individuals, however, cannot make the transition’ (2017, 2).

2 In 1962, ‘the Northern Ireland problem’ was described as ‘racial, religious, political, economic, and social conflicts
all rolled into one’ (Barritt & Carter 1962, 3). For more on this ‘rolled-up’ (‘bundle’, ‘knot’, ‘tangle’) metaphor for
conflict, see Chapters 6 and 9. The English idiom of ‘plain sailing’ refers to ‘trouble-free and easy travel’ – on land as
well as on sea. It may be traced back to both land and sea images in the Hebrew Bible: ‘every valley shall be exalted,
and every mountain and hill shall be made low, and the crooked shall be made straight, and the rough places plain’
(Isaiah 40: 4); and ‘He maketh the storm a calm’ (Psalm 107: 29).



Atlas for Local Migration (CALM I) and Citizens Atlas of Local Migration (CALM
II), based on the ‘Calm’ metaphor. While the proposal is to start small, taking
Northern Ireland as a case study of ‘Conflict’, the claim is that ‘Calm’ is capable
of FRAMING All Types of Conflict, as they RANGE in Intensity (betweenNon-Violent
and Violent); in Space (between Local and Global), and in Time (between Short
and Long). And the ‘Calm’ metaphor may help with the Integration of ‘Conflict
(War) Studies’ and ‘Peace Studies’. Johan Galtung (b. 1930), the ‘Father of Peace
and Conflict Studies’ differentiated ‘Positive Peace’ and ‘Negative Peace’: 

Negative Peace where Violence has ENDED but Some at least of Core
Problems REMAIN UNADDRESSED; and Positive Peace where Core
Problems are being DEALT WITH or at least ADDRESSED.47

In closing this chapter, it is important to notice not only Galtung’s ‘Big Difference’
between ‘Positive Peace’ and ‘Negative Peace’ but also his ‘Small Difference’ between
‘DEALING WITH’ and ‘ADDRESSING’. As explained in the Introduction, a Core
Problem REMAINS UNADDRESSED in Northern Ireland, let alone DEALT WITH: the
Problem of ‘Conflict about What the Conflict WAS about’ – the ‘Meta-Conflict’.
The next chapter is about making a start on DEALING WITH (CALMING) this
‘Conflict of Explanations’ by DEVELOPING ‘New Maps’ of the Work of some of the
‘Conflict Explainers’, particularly in their role as ‘Metaphor Developers’. The hope
is that citizens may find it helpful to set these alongside the ‘New Maps’ they are
WORKING ON for their ‘Journey out of Conflict’, or at least their ‘Journey out of the
Current Impasse’.48

32 CALMING CONFLICT

47 On the work of Galtung and the definition of ‘Peace Studies, War Studies, and Peace and Conflict Studies’, see
Barash & Webel (2018, 7–8, 24–25). The Christian requirement for ‘Peace’ (Harmony) is explained in the New
Testament:

PUT On … Compassion, Kindness, Lowliness, Meekness, and Patience … and Above All these PUT On Love,
which BINDS Everything Together in Perfect Harmony … [as] in One Body (Colossians 3: 12–15).

With regard to Galtung, another Professor of Peace and Conflict Studies, Roger Mac Ginty has explained:
it IS Worth DIGGING deeper into the History of Peace Studies and RECOGNISING that it HAS a Long Lineage
that PRECEDES him [Galtung] (The Myth of Johann Galtung as the ‘Father’ of Peace Studies,
https://rogermacginty.com/2017/01/12/the-myth-of-johan-galtung-as-the-father-of-peace-studies/, accessed
18/02/2019). 

The metaphors of ‘DIGGING Deeper into History’ (DOING Archaeology) and ‘TRACING a Lineage’ (DOING Genealogy)
– in other words ‘DOING Family and Local History’ – are discussed and developed in Chapters 2 and 3.
48 In 2019, Leona O’Neill developed this extended ‘Traffic’ metaphor, three weeks after the death of fellow
journalist Lyra McKee:

We had been MOVING Forward and, despite Bumps on the Road, we were GOING Somewhere Positive.
However, our Political Stalemate has STALLED our Engines and we WERE, for a while, at the Side of the Road –
Bonnet POPPED, Smoke BILLOWING from the Engine as our Politicians STOOD Round with Tense Folded
Arms, ROLLING their Eyes, PURSING their Lips and intermittently SCREAMING at One Another. While they
were Busy ARGUING, Someone Else, Someone with Malicious Intent GOT into the Driving Seat and STUCK the
Car in Reverse. Slowly and surely we have been GOING Backwards since. Back towards Sectarianism, Back
towards Extremism, Back towards Violence and Division and a Toxic Society. On the way, He [sic] PICKED Up
a Few Passengers, Some of them Members of the Next Generation of Northern Irish People who weren’t even
Born when our Troubles CONSUMED us the first time around. He FILLED their Heads Full of Nostalgia, Anger,
and Hate. And here we ARE, two and a bit years Down the Line, with Death on our Streets, Fear in our
Homes, and a Heavy Black Cloud HANGING Over the Whole of Northern Ireland. This IS not the Northern
Ireland I WANT my Children to GROW Up in (Let’s PUSH Things Forward, Belfast Telegraph, 30/04/2019).

Paul Nolan explained:
In the 21 years since the Good Friday Agreement [sic], 160 people have been killed and very, very few of
their names have been remembered beyond their own families and personal networks (Journalist Lyra
McKee became the 160th person to be murdered in Northern Ireland since the Good Friday
Agreement 21 years ago … they all deserve to be remembered, Belfast Telegraph, 02/05/2019).



2
Calming the 
Metaphor Developers

The aim of Chapter 1 was to explore the point of connection between conflict,
metaphor, and migration, and start paying closer attention to the work of the

‘conflict metaphor developers’ – those who make more or less deliberate use of
metaphor to explain a conflict (difficulty), propose a solution, and persuade people
to adopt it. This chapter is about MAPPING metaphor development in twelve ‘key-
documents’ that should be familiar to all citizens with an interest in the enterprise
of addressing (dealing with, explaining, interpreting, making sense of ) the conflict
in and about Northern Ireland:

1  Breaking the Bonds: Making Peace in Northern Ireland, Fionnuala O Connor 
     and Ian Knox (2002),
2  The (Belfast/Good Friday) Agreement (1988),
3  ‘The Dreary Steeples of Fermanagh and Tyrone’, Winston Churchill (1922),
4  Ulster’s Solemn League and Covenant (1912),
5  Poblacht na hEireann: The Provisional Government of the Irish Republic to 
     the People of Ireland (1916),
6  The Narrow Ground: Aspects of Conflict in Ulster, A.T.Q. Stewart (1977),
7  ‘Belfast 1613’, John Luke (1951),
8  ‘The Departure of O’Neill Out of Ireland, 1607’, Thomas Ryan (1958),
9  ‘Ulster Stands at the Crossroads’, Terence O’Neill (1968),

10  ‘Still Under Siege, No Surrender’, Kennedy Place, The Fountain, Londonderry 
     (2019),
11  ‘Tiocfaidh Ár Lá (Our Day Will Come)’, Bryson Street, Short Strand, Belfast 
     (2019),
12  ‘Ut Sint Unum (That They May Be One)’, Lagan College, Lisnabreeny, Belfast 
     (2019).

Three of these are ‘historic documents’ (The Agreement, Ulster Covenant,
Proclamation); three are ‘slogans’ (‘Still Under Siege’, Tiocfaidh Ár Lá, Ut Sint
Unum); two are titles of ‘speeches’ (‘Dreary Steeples’, ‘Crossroads’); two are
‘paintings’ (‘Belfast 1613’, ‘The Departure of O’Neill, 1607’); one is a ‘book title’
(The Narrow Ground), and one is a ‘book title and cartoon’ (Breaking the Bonds).
The technique is to MAP the way metaphors of the Storm (Siege) and Journey types
are developed in them, using Initial Capitals, SMALL CAPITALS, and italics; and the



(PERSONIFIED as Ulster STANDING at the Crossroads) IS not GOING

Down the Low Road, over the Brink of Chaos, into the Abyss; it is
GOING Up the High Road to the Broad, Sunlit Uplands where Ulster
will be ‘in Good Standing with the Rest of the United Kingdom’. 

10. In the mural slogan ‘Still Under Siege: No Surrender’, the Hope of
Future Calm for the BESIEGED Family of The Fountain (Ulster,
Northern Ireland) IS the Coming Day when the Siege is LIFTED. 

11. In the mural slogan ‘Tiocfaidh Ár Lá (Our Day Will Come)’, the
Hope of Future Calm for the IMPRISONED (BESIEGED) Family of Short
Strand (the North of Ireland, the Occupied Six Counties) is the
Coming Day when they are RELEASED from Imprisonment
(Occupation, Siege).

12. In the school motto ‘Ut Sint Unum (That They May Be One)’,
the Christian Hope of Future Calm for Catholic, Protestant, and
Other Families IS the Coming Day of their Union (Communion) as
One Family.

Further Exploration of such Similarities and Differences may contribute to better
understanding of the ENRAGING and CALMING of Conflicts – more or less Violent
(Forced) COMINGS Together (Collisions) and GOINGS Apart (Divisions). A broader
survey of the work of the metaphor developers is undertaken in Part II (Chapters
6–9). The rest of Part I (Chapters 3–5) is devoted to developing this method of
MAPPING Metaphors, BUILDING on the Siege and Journey Types. As explained
already, each metaphor may be thought of metaphorically as PERSONIFIED – HAVING

a Life, but of the metaphors in the 12 ‘key documents’ of this chapter, the only
one to have had its Biography (Family and Local History) TRACED in Detail is
Churchill’s Broad, Sunlit Uplands metaphor. The next chapter is about exploring
the rest in similar detail, in both Family (Genealogical) and Local History
(Archaeological) Perspective.48
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48  The ‘Broad, Sunlit Uplands’ metaphor was TRACED from its Coinage by Churchill in 1940, through its
Development in O’Neill’s ‘Crossroads’ Speech (1968), A.T.Q. Stewart’s The Narrow Ground (1977), and McCann-
Erikson’s Front Cover of The Agreement (1998), to its Most Recent Development in the Knox Cartoons on the Front
Cover and Inside Fionnuala O Connor’s Breaking the Bonds: Making Peace in Northern Ireland (2002).



3
Calming Family 
and Local History

The thought of CALMING Family and Local History should not seem strange.
It is simply a development of the familiar way we think of all Things

metaphorically as HAVING a Story: a Life that may be TRACED from Start (Birth)
to Finish (Death) – a Biography. Researching and writing-up the story of a thing,
such as a conflict or a metaphor, is like DOING its Family and Local History. It is
like an Archaeologist DIGGING or a Genealogist TRACING in the Evidence that
REMAINS. The Evidence has been DEPOSITED successively in Layers, like Bodies in a
Graveyard; and the task of the Archaeologist and Genealogist is to RECONSTRUCT

the Remains as Bodies, TRACE the Family Relationships between them, and produce
a report. Closer to home, CALMING Family and Local History with regard to
metaphors and their developers is like what family and local historians do in
researching and writing-up a family or local history.1

As Catherine Nash points out, DOING Family and Local History may make
things worse rather than better. But her book Of Irish Descent: Origin Stories,
Genealogy & the Politics of Belonging is persuasive in showing how, even in a divided
society such as Northern Ireland, it can be CALMING. The Family and Local History
Societies of Northern Ireland have proved it possible to:

FACE the Challenge of FINDING Ways to effectively ENGAGE with the Past,
and to DO so in ‘Mixed’ or ‘Cross-Community’ Organizations, without
ALIENATING their Members (2008, 143).

1  I recall having to write an essay on ‘A Day in the Life of a Penny’. On the Biography of Things, see Appadurai
(1986, 17) and Gupta (2008). A famous example is Francis Fukuyama’s personification of History in The End of
History:

What we may be WITNESSING IS not just the End of the Cold War, or the Passing of a Particular Period of Post-
War History, but the End of History as Such: that IS, the End Point of Mankind’s Ideological Evolution and
the Universalization ofWestern Liberal Democracy as the Final Form of Human Government (1992, 16).

For an opposing view, see Has History Ended? (Bertram & Chitty 1994). Similarly, Paul Mason has recently
PERSONIFIED Capitalism:

Capitalism IS an Organism: It HAS a Lifecycle – a Beginning, a Middle and an End (2015, xiii).
Here one might as well SUBSTITUTE for Capitalism any Other Abstract Term, such as Conflict, Ethnicity, Nationalism,
Religion, or Socialism; and then TREAT it similarly as an Organism HAVING a Life (Lifecycle), which may be
RESEARCHED and WRITTEN-UP as a Biography, or Collection of Biographies. This is what the American essayist Ralph
Waldo Emerson was getting at when he explained: ‘there IS properly No History; only Biography’ (1841, 153).



metaphor developers, especially their power to enrage or calm conflict. The more
innovative, coherent, and memorable their use of metaphor, the more persuasive
their conflict explanations and proposals are likely to prove, for better or worse.
This chapter has suggested that studying the work of the metaphor developers is
like DOING Family and Local History, and that this may be worthwhile pursuing
for its potentially calming effect on the continuing conflict about what the
Northern Ireland conflict was about. It is of course for the reader to decide how
innovative, coherent, memorable (and persuasive) they find this method of
EVALUATING the Metaphor Developers as a Tool for ADDRESSING or DEALING WITH

the Past.
What has emerged so far is a Shared Metaphor for Conflict: a Shared Structure

and Process of Journey between Two Worlds – between a World of Storm (Siege,
Violent Conflict) and a World of Calm (non-Violent Conflict). This suggests that
we need to consider more closely what we mean by a Journey betweenWorlds; in
a word, what we mean by Migration. Therefore the aim of the next chapter is first
to CALM Migration (by DEVELOPING a Shared Understanding of how Migration
WORKS literally); and then to CALM Metaphor (by DEVELOPING Migration as a
Metaphor forMetaphor). This is the groundwork needed to develop the ‘Migration
Metaphor’ (in Chapter 5), as a more powerful Tool for DOING the Archaeology
and Genealogy (Family and Local History) of the Metaphor Developers, especially
those who have tried to EXPLAIN the Conflict, PROPOSE Solutions, and PERSUADE

Citizens to ADOPT them.84
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84  As the LIFE IS CONFLICT metaphor implies, no Situation is ever entirely ‘Conflict-Free’, and therefore the ‘Point of
Life’ is to ARRANGE Things as Close to Just Right (Calm) as Possible, which requires both CALMING the Storm and
STORMING the Calm (when BECALMED). The challenge of devising a strategic plan (political, economic, social, and
religious) that combines both aspects is discussed in Chapter 8, in relation to DEALING WITH both the Past and the
Future.

In 2019, Fionnuala O Connor explained:
The Anniversaries from 1969 have scarcely BEGUN … In February 1969, No Matter what Know-Alls CLAIM

now, Nobody KNEW how Close the Living and Dying Nightmare WAS and how Long it would LAST. Anyone
Younger than 60 now may Never have CONSIDERED that. Unless they happen to BE Self-Taught Scholars –
Lots of those – Thoughtful ‘Ex-Combatants’ or ‘Conflict-Studies’ Academics, Younger People HAVE No Idea
what PASSED for Politics Up to that Point (Context ILLUMINATES Brexit Grievances, Irish News,
12/02/2019).



4
Migration and Metaphor

Having explored some of the Archaeology and Genealogy (Family and Local
History) of the Metaphor Developers, this chapter prepares the ground for

developing the ‘Migration Metaphor’, as a Tool for CALMING Conflict. It is in two
sections. The first is about explaining ‘migration’ literally (as a real world
phenomenon); and the second is about proposing migration as a metaphor for
‘metaphor’. The argument is that both migration and metaphor share (with
conflict) the same basic structure and process: Passage (Journey) between an Old
World and a New World. In this respect, the three themes of conflict, metaphor,
and migration are each like a ‘family’, in that all three are about DEALING WITH the
Tension of BEING at Home and Away, at the same time.

Section I explores in turn three ‘key’ terms that migration experts use (both
literally and metaphorically) in explaining real-world migration: World, Passage,
and Family. Then it explains the SDO3 Model of Migration (3 Stages, 3
Directions, 3 Outcomes), and proposes a new visual metaphor for migration: the
Belfast public sculpture ‘Rise’. Section II is about developing the metaphor
‘Metaphor IS Migration’. The aim is to CALM the Confusion of Literal and
Metaphorical Migration – in a Way that ENABLES it to be TURNED to Advantage –
as Con-Fusion. In other words, the Migration Metaphor is proposed as a New
Device (Machine, Tool) for HARNESSING the Explanatory, Propositional, and
Persuasive Power of Metaphor. Then it is applied to the Task of DEALING WITH the
Past, particularly in SURVEYING and MAPPING the Work of the Conflict Metaphor
Developers – those who TRY to EXPLAIN Conflict, PROPOSE Solutions, and
PERSUADE People to ADOPT them.

In the Introduction it was explained that the Point of Departure for the Journey
in this Book WAS a Point of Agreement: Northern Ireland is EMERGING from
Conflict. The Journey was MOTIVATED by the Pressure to UNDERSTAND better what
it means to EMERGE (TRANSITION, MIGRATE) from a World of Conflict. The Hoped-
For Point of Arrival, at the End of this Chapter, IS a New Vantage Point from which
to RE-SURVEY the Conflict (Storm) that CONTINUES to RAGE about what the
Northern Ireland Conflict WAS (IS) about. As part of the preparation for the ‘New



Similarly, Jennifer Fraser has proposed that reading (migration) may bring about
change in the reader, in such a way that they are better able to cope with the
problems (challenges) of life – or as Habermas put it more constructively (as
quoted in the Introduction):

to CREATE Social and Political Conditions More Conducive to Human
Flourishing than the Present Ones.65

This perhaps is the highest purpose of the author: to persuade the reader to act
similarly or differently in future, as explained and proposed in the text. Preferably
they should act so as to improve their well-being and quality of life as a citizen, in
the interest of the common good – calming rather than enraging conflict. The
‘Migration Metaphor’ is for doing that in Parts II and III. But before closing Part
I this New Device (Machine, Tool) NEEDS Further Testing and Refinement. The
aim is to enable it to DEAL WITH All the Types of Metaphor in the Repertoire of
the Metaphor Developers.
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65  The proposal that a ‘Change of Heart’ in the Reader (Listener) may BE the Out-COME of ‘Reading a Book’ has a
long lineage (family tree) in the history of religion. English ‘change of heart’ is equivalent to New Testament Greek
metanoia (‘beyond mind’), which, like ‘metaphor’, suggests Passage (Migration) between States of Mind (Worlds).



5
The Migration Metaphor

The previous chapter proposed the ‘Migration Metaphor’ as a useful device
(machine, tool) for dealing with (explaining, interpreting, calming) the work

of metaphor developers. This chapter refines and tests it in order to ensure that it
is capable of dealing with all the types of metaphor in the repertoire of the
metaphor developers. 

So far, four main types of metaphor have been identified in texts about conflict
in general, and about the Northern Ireland conflict in particular: Storm (Siege),
Journey, Device (Machine, Tool), framed by Migration. The Storm (Siege) and
Device (Machine, Tool) Types may be referred to simply as Siege and Machine-
Tool. A great deal but not all of the work of the metaphor developers may be
accounted for in terms of these Four Types (Siege, Journey, Machine-Tool, and
Migration). In order to account for the entire metaphor repertoire, three other
types are needed, called here: Body (as in ‘Body Politic’), Building, and Landscape.
These three are fitted to other four to make a Seven-Type Typology of Metaphor,
presented in this order: Body, Building, Machine-Tool, Landscape, Siege, Journey,
and Migration, called for short the Migration metaphor, after the Seventh Type. 

The purpose of this chapter is to explain how the seven types of the Migration
metaphor fit together and how it works as a tool. It is in two sections. The first,
‘Seven Types of Metaphor’, refers back to three of the twelve ‘key’ documents
presented in Chapter 2. The second, ‘Death of Paisley’, presents a detailed case
study of public reaction to death of Ian Paisley in 2014 as reported in the
newspapers, and of the effort made by the metaphor developers to deal with
(address) the main problem of his career: his ‘transition’ in 2007 from ‘firebrand’
to ‘peacemaker’. The outcome is a revised proposal: that the Migration metaphor
is an effective new tool for surveying (mapping) the work of metaphor developers
in explaining violent conflict, proposing solutions, and persuading people to adopt
them. While the claim to effectiveness is pressed further in Parts II and III by
applying it to Northern Ireland’s extensive conflict literature, it is left for others to
test the wider claim that the seven-type typology of the Migration metaphor may
be applied with calming effect to any conflict-related literature. 



global conflicts of which it is a part: Religion versus Science (Chapter 6),
Integration versus Segregation (Chapter 7), Future versus Past (Chapter 8), and
Experts versus Experts (Chapter 9). As in Part I, the hoped-for outcome in each
case is a ‘calming of confusion’ to assist in the process of ‘emerging from conflict’,
especially that part of the process now commonly referred to in Northern Ireland
as ‘Addressing (Dealing With) the Past’.
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6
Religion versus Science

The first of the four ‘greater conflicts’ addressed in Part II is Religion versus
Science. It is taken first (before Integration versus Segregation, Future versus

Past, and Experts versus Experts) because of the importance attached to religion
by John Whyte in his pioneering survey, Interpreting Northern Ireland (1990),
where he identified the key question: ‘how far is the conflict religious?’. He found
that the expert conflict interpreters were ‘fascinated’ by this question, and that this
provided him with a ‘Thread through the Maze of Differing Interpretations’. There
is still no commonly agreed answer, and this goes a long way to explaining why
the ‘conflict of interpretations’ remains an intractable problem. But why should
agreement on ‘how Far the Conflict IS Religious’ be so difficult? The short answer
is a world-wide disagreement about the nature of religion. Whyte’s key question
for explaining the Northern Ireland conflict is caught up in a ‘greater conflict’ –
the so-called Religion versus Science Conflict.1

This chapter is in three sections.

I Conflict About What the Conflict Was About

II Real Religion versus Quasi-Religion

III Way Out

The first section begins by re-considering Northern Ireland’s ‘meta-conflict’
(conflict about what the conflict was about). The concern is to trace successive
attempts at developing a shared explanation, from Barritt & Carter’s The Northern
Ireland Problem (1962), through the three great surveys of the 1990s – Whyte’s
Interpreting Northern Ireland (1990), Boyle & Hadden’s The Choice (1994), and
McGarry and O’Leary’s Explaining Northern Ireland (1995) – to the Belfast~Good
Friday Agreement (1998), and on through the Eames–Bradley Report (2009), the
Haas–O’Sullivan Report (2013), the Stormont House Agreement (2014), the
Fresh Start Agreement (2015), and the Public Consultation on ‘Addressing the
Legacy of Northern Ireland’s Past’ (2018–19). As well as John Whyte’s ‘Fascinating

1  Other global conflicts are of course available, together with their ‘meta-conflicts’ (conflict about what the conflict
is about). One meta-conflict that has been prominent in the field of International Conflict Studies in recent years has
taken the form of ‘Greed versus Grievance’ – two rival models for explaining Civil War associated mainly with the
academic debate between experts Paul Collier and David Keen, as explained in The Political Economy of Armed
Conflict: Beyond Greed and Grievance (Ballentine & Sherman 2003, 3–6).



by-Step Process – a Journey of Bodies across a Landscape, in Machine after
Machine, from Building to Building, in Siege after Siege (Conflict, Struggle).

What this means, however, is a lot more hard work. After Behe published his
proposal of ‘Irreducible Complexity’ in Darwin’s Black Box (1996), it required a
major research effort by many natural scientists to make the new discoveries that
ultimately disproved his proposal, and reinforced Darwin’s proposal. This suggests
that a similarly extensive and systematic programme of research is needed in the
social sciences to satisfactorily explain Conflicts, such as that of Northern Ireland,
by tracing their Evolution, Step-by-Step, Stage-by-Stage, in All Parts of the System.
As is explained in Part III (Chapter 9), a start has been made by social scientists
with a conflict explanation project, Intervening in Northern Ireland: Critically
Rethinking Representations of the Conflict (Zalewski & Barry 2006; 2007). They
explain this project as:

the Slow and Painstaking Re-Making of the World, Brick by Brick, that
ALLOWS the Ruins of the Past to REMAIN Visible.

This makes them like scientists explaining the step-by-step process of biological
evolution. Similarly, the twin projects of the Conflict Atlas for Local Migration
(CALM I) and Citizens Atlas of Local Migration (CALM II) are proposed in
Chapter 10. But before that there are three other global conflicts to consider as
well as religion versus science: integration versus segregation; future versus past; and
experts versus experts. Bearing in mind both the ‘evolution-as-migration’ metaphor
for explaining conflict, and Baron-Cohen’s proposal for ‘immersing conflicts of all
kinds in the universal solvent of empathy’, the focus shifts in the next chapter from
the conflict of Religion versus Science to the conflict highlighted by Boyle &
Hadden in Northern Ireland: The Choice (1994): Separation versus Sharing.
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7
Integration versus Segregation

John Whyte’s ‘Fascinating Question’ – how far is the conflict religious? – is still
as conflicted as when he posed it Interpreting Northern Ireland (1990). Despite

repeated attempts at addressing (dealing with) the Legacy of Northern Ireland’s
Past, ‘there is no common understanding of the conflict’ (Eames–Bradley 2009),
and ‘we cannot yet agree on the causes of the conflict, a mutual understanding of
those events, or even at times a terminology to describe them’ (Haas–O’Sullivan
2013). In Whyte’s terms, we cannot agree how far the conflict is (was) religious:
Not at All, Partly, or Completely? So the point being pursued in this chapter is
that:

consensus on how to describe the conflict is only likely to be achieved
if a convincing argument can be brought forward to explain why
consensus has been so elusive hitherto (Lambkin 1996, 23).

Such an explanation was proposed in Opposite Religions Still? Interpreting Northern
Ireland After the Conflict. It was a development of Boyle & Hadden’s proposal in
Northern Ireland: The Choice (1994): that Northern Ireland must CHOOSE between
Separation and Sharing. In Opposite Religions Still? it was explained that rather
than decide definitively in favour of either Living Separately (Segregation Mode)
or Living Together (Integration Mode), people in Northern Ireland prefer to
MODULATE between the Two Modes, like Migrants CAUGHT between Two Worlds.
That was before 1998. This chapter proposes that, notwithstanding the Choice
made formally in favour of Sharing rather than Separation in the May 1998
referendum on the Belfast~Good Friday Agreement, the citizens of Northern
Ireland still behave as though they are ambivalent: MODULATING between Sharing
and Separation. In this respect, Northern Ireland’s ongoing indecision about
Sharing (Integration) versus Separation (Segregation) is part of the second ‘greater
conflict’: the world-wide conflict about Integration versus Segregation.

In the previous chapter, the greater conflict of Religion versus Science was
presented in terms of Opposite Religions: ‘Real Religions’ (Hinduism, Judaism,
Christianity, Islam etc) versus the Quasi-Religions of Science (Scientism, Marxism,
Naturalism). The Northern Ireland Conflict is part of this Greater Conflict, in the
sense that it IS (in Part) a ‘Conflict of Opposite Religions’: Protestantism versus



Mode IS Flying Crooked ~ like the Butterfly (Cabbage-White) that SEES

Close-Up that the Black-and-White Magpies ARE in fact Much More
Pied – with a Purplish-Blue Sheen to their Wing Feathers, and a Green
Gloss to their Tails. It IS like SEEING an Image that IS Clear and Broken
at the same time – both a Conflict and a Compromise.

The Desired Outcome of this Peace Conference IS a Persuasive Final
Report for All the Delegates to SIGN-Off. Having REACHED Agreement,
they may EMERGE Together, RE-BOARD their Peace~Settlement Train,
and RESUME their Journey (Migration) from Conflict (Siege, Storm,
Rage) to Compromise (Calm, Peace, Settlement); still CONTINUING

their Dialogue asMigrants by IMMERSING Conflicts of All Kinds in the
Universal Solvent of Empathy.

This should mean each citizen getting better at modulating between modes. In
‘Flying Crooked’, Robert Graves explains that it is too late for the cabbage-white
butterfly to learn the skill of ‘flying straight’, and it may already be too late for
many of this generation of citizens to get much better at modulating between the
two modes. But is it is not too late to start teaching our children how to get better
at modulating between ‘flying straight’ and ‘flying crooked’. With particular regard
to dealing with violent conflict and its legacy, this means teaching them how to
get better at seeing opposites as both a ‘conflict of rivals’ and a ‘dance of partners’
through learning to modulate better: between two communities (families,
religions) mode and one community (family, religion) mode. If this skill can help
in calming the conflict of integration versus segregation (and religion versus science),
it may also help in calming the greater conflict that is the subject of the next
chapter: the conflict of the future versus the past.
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8
Future versus Past

Since the 1998 Belfast~Good Friday Agreement, there has been a particular
problem in Northern Ireland, commonly referred to (for the most part un-

controversially) as ‘dealing with the Past’, or ‘addressing the legacy of the Past’. As
explained in Chapter 6, there has been a series of government-driven efforts that
so far has failed: Eames–Bradley 2009; Haas –O’Sullivan 2013; Stormont House
2014; Fresh Start 2015, and most recently the public consultation on Addressing
the Legacy of Northern Ireland’s Past, 2018. Alex Kane explained the problem in
2018, without contradiction:

The Particular Difficulty for Relatives of Victims inNorthern Ireland IS
that Too Many of them BELIEVE that the Conflict hasn’t ENDED … they
BELIEVE that there has BEEN No Resolution of the Conflict; No Sign that
Northern Ireland really has CHANGED for the Better for them; the Feeling
that their Personal Concerns are always SIDELINED or IGNORED; Growing
Evidence that it wouldn’t TAKE Much to DRAG us Back to the ‘Dark Old
Days’; a One-Side Narrative being PROMOTED; and, crucially, No
Evident Closure for them (As I KEEP SAYING, the Past IS Still Way, Way
Ahead of us, News Letter, 05/11/2018).1

This chapter considers the continuing conflict about ‘DEALING WITH the Past’ in
Northern Ireland as part of the greater, world-wide conflict between the competing
claims of the future versus the past. As with the conflict of religion versus science
(Chapter 6) and integration versus segregation (Chapter 7), it is proposed that the
future versus past conflict should not be seen as a problem of primacy: not a ‘choice’
of either one or the other, but both. This of course is easier said than done. It
requires a high level of skill in modulating between the rival claims past and future

1  In 2018, the Chief Commissioner of the Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission, Les Allamby explained the
difficulty of Addressing the Legacy of Northern Ireland’s Past:

Some Families WANT Truth, Others Justice, Some WANT Reparation, Others WANT All Three, and of course
Some WANT to MOVE On and PUT the Impact of the Violence Behind them. These Desires can often DIFFER

within Families, never MIND between them (We GO without Fear or Favour to Where Human Rights Law
TAKES us, News Letter, 07/11/2018). 

Kane also developed a Second World War comparison to help explain the current difficulty: 
When I was a boy, I REMEMBER Family Friends … who FOUND it Very Difficult to FORGIVE the Germans or
Japanese. In Many Cases they never did FORGIVE them. It WAS Easier for the Next Generation because there
WAS Evidence that Wrongs had been ACKNOWLEDGED, Punishment METED OUT, Lessons LEARNED, and New
Political/Societal Structures PUT in Place (News Letter, 05/11/2018).



to say, places where the Tension between Conflict (Competition, Rivalry,
Antagonism, Enmity) and Compromise (Co-operation, Accommodation,
Partnership, Amity) is more or less ‘Just Right’ (Seymour, Bakke & Cunningham
2016, 3). Contrary to appearances, however, the world may in fact be getting less
violent as a result of persistent hard work at making things better, as Steven Pinker
has proposed (2017, 44–7). Whatever the case, the need is unending for citizens
to ‘get better’ (or ‘fail better’ as Beckett put it). Learning to modulate better (or at
least a concerted effort to fail better at modulating) should help calm conflict; not
only the conflicts of religion versus science and integration versus segregation, but
also the conflict of future versus past.46

Part III considers the further concerted effort required (by experts and ordinary
citizens alike) to get better at modulating, with sufficient skill to overcome the
current conflict about DEALING WITH the Past; about Addressing the Legacy of
Northern Ireland’s Past. So far in Part II, three of the greater conflicts of which the
Northern Ireland conflict is a part have been considered (religion versus science,
integration versus segregation, and future versus past). The next chapter concludes
Part II by considering how these three fit with the fourth greater conflict: experts
versus experts.
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46  In 2018, Alex Maskey (Sinn Féin) called Northern Ireland a ‘Putrid Little Statelet’, causing ‘yet another Social
Media Storm’. Suzanne Breen explained:

it’S Clear that Unionists and Nationalists CONTINUE to VIEW the Origins of the Conflict very differently. The
Question IS whether Disagreement over the Past ultimately PREVENTS Building a Different Future (Sinn Fein
FAILING utterly to CONVINCE Critics Party can ever CHANGE its Spots, Belfast Telegraph, 07/02/2018).



9
Experts versus Experts

The fourth greater conflict, experts versus experts, is part of the other three
(religion versus science, integration versus segregation, and future versus past)

in the sense that experts (professional specialists) are engaged in explaining these
conflicts, proposing solutions, and persuading people to adopt them. All four may
be seen as part of the greater, world-wide conflict about ‘central authority’ (power,
primacy), summed up by the question of Lewis Carroll’s Humpty Dumpty, ‘Which
IS to BE Master?’ (Chapter 7). This Great Question is a constant, in every walk of
life, and at every level of the nested hierarchies of humanity; throughout every
domain (political, economic, social), from the summit of the international
conference right down to the individual citizen. Of course there is not only conflict
(rage) about primacy but also compromise (calm); and in any particular case, the
balance of conflict/–compromise depends to a large extent on the ‘experts’. Their
function is to provide guidance to their fellow citizens, especially their leaders (to
explain problems, propose solutions, and persuade their adoption). Accordingly,
the current state of their conflict/–compromise (on any given issue) has a strong
effect on that of the citizens they serve.1

Two cases of experts in conflict have already been encountered in Chapter 6:
Alvin Plantinga versus The Four Horsemen (Dawkins, Dennett, Hitchens &
Harris), and John McGarry & Brendan O’Leary versus Steve Bruce. In the case of
Northern Ireland, the Conflict (Rivalry) of the Experts resulted not in a
compromise but a ‘maze of differing interpretations’, as explained by John Whyte
in Interpreting Northern Ireland (1990). Whyte undertook the first great survey
and mapping of the Northern Ireland maze, applying his key question about ‘how
far the conflict is religious’. This chapter re-considers the state of the ‘maze’, tracing
how academic experts in particular have struggled (and still struggle) to establish
central authority (primacy) in providing their fellow citizens and their leaders with

1  Expert guidance is generally but not always highly regarded by citizens and their leaders. In the UK during the
2016 EU Referendum campaign, Justice Secretary Michael Gove explained:

People in this Country have HAD Enough of Experts (Financial Times, 03/06/2016).
Noting this, the expert author of The Death of Expertise, Tom Nichols explained how Donald Trump ‘UNLEASHED an
Attack On Experts’, during the 2016 Presidential campaign:

‘You know, I’ve always WANTED to SAY this…The Experts ARE Terrible. They SAY, “Donald Trump NEEDS a
Foreign Policy Adviser’ … But SUPPOSING I didn’t HAVE One. Would it BE Worse than what we’re DOING

now?” (Nichols 2017, 209–11).



I) and a Citizens Atlas of Local Migration (CALM II), both to pioneered by a power-
sharing partnership of Colleges, Archives, Libraries & Museums (also CALM). 

In short, Parts I (Calming) and II (Calming Four Conflicts) are about
explaining why there is still no shared ‘calming story’ (explanation, interpretation)
about the Northern Ireland conflict, despite twenty years of peace processing since
1998. Part III (The Case for CALM) offers a new prospectus. Chapter 10
(Calming the Children) explains the urgent need of citizens, especially parents and
teachers, for a shared ‘calming story’, and a better way of explaining it to their
children. Chapter 11 (Proposing CALM I and CALM II) outlines and
demonstrates prototypes of a new educational resource designed to meet that need.
Chapter 12 (Persuading Colleges, Archives, Libraries & Museums), is about
choosing to invest; about convincing all our educational institutions to pioneer
together the complementary CALM projects of a Conflict Atlas for Local Migration
(CALM I) and a Citizens Atlas of Local Migration (CALM II).
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10
Calming the Children

The ‘children’ in the title of this chapter is intended to include all the citizens
of the state (past, present, and future), as expressed in both the 1912 Ulster

Covenant and the 1916 Proclamation of the Republic (Chapters 2 and 3). All leaders
(political, economic, social, and religious) are like parents, in the sense that:

they DESIRE their Home (Nation, State, Community, Organization,
Party, School, Religion) to BE an Oasis of Calm (Safe Haven, Sanctuary,
Stronghold) for All the Children of their Family, under One Roof. It is
as if they are SURROUNDED (BESIEGED) by the Desert (Sea of Troubles)
of the Rest of the World. 

All parents (literal andmetaphorical), therefore, need ‘calming stories’ to tell their
children – about the conflicted state of the World in general, and about whichever
‘trouble’ (conflict) happens to be the most pressing. It is a perennial problem that
confronts each generation: how to explain to the next why the state of their world
is so conflicted, in a way that helps to make things better rather than worse. Right
now in Northern Ireland, one of the most pressing conflicts is dealing with
(addressing) the Past.1

In this sense, the political leaders Edward Carson and Patrick Pearse were both
acting as ‘parents’ of their ‘people’ when they read out in public for the first time
the 1912 Ulster Covenant and the 1916 Proclamation of the Republic (Chapters 2
and 3). Both contain what may be called ‘calming stories’. First Carson told of:

DEFENDING forOurselves andOur Children Our Cherished Position of
Equal Citizenship in the United Kingdom.

Then Pearse told of:

CHERISHING All of the Children of the Nation equally.2

1  In 2018, Allison Morris explained:
We are just weeks away from the Twentieth Anniversary of the Good Friday Agreement; the Young People I
spoke to this week were born after that event … and yet have INHERITED the Negative Fallout from it. When
we COME to LOOK Back at the 30th and even the 40th Anniversary of the Historic Agreement [2038], I can
only HOPE they will be the Generation who finally DRAG us into a New Political Dispensation (Confident
Youth a Ray of Light GOING into the Future Irish News, 15/03/2018).

2  The metaphor of citizens as ‘children’ is well explained in ‘Carson’s Abandoned Children: Southern Irish
Protestants as Depicted in Irish Cartoons, 1920–60’ (Larkin 2019).
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59  Cont’d
Commenting on a ‘very thoughtful’ interview given by actor James Nesbitt to the Irish Times (Northern Irish,
Protestant and Proud, 06/07/2019), Kane further explained:

[Nesbitt] referenced an initiative, Connected Citizens, he’s involved with, part of whose mission statement
reads: ‘We WANT an Inclusive and Informed Discussion [sic] About the Future of the North / Northern Ireland
[sic], One Free from Political Bias and DESIGNED to BE Inclusive and Ambitious In its Vision for the Future’ … I
DISAGREE with him: but this Interview has MADE me THINK.

If personified ‘politics’ is now ‘more entrenched’ than in 1998, as the outgoing Chief Constable explained, this
suggests that personified Northern Ireland is not ‘emerging from conflict’ but rather the opposite: ‘emerging (rising
up) for conflict’.
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PROPOSING CALM (I AND II)

At stake here is the pioneering of a new educational resource, designed to help
meet the challenge of emerging from conflict. It takes the form of two

complementary digital atlases: a Conflict Atlas for Local Migration (CALM I) as
outlined in Chapter 9; and a Citizens Atlas of Local Migration (CALM II) as
outlined in this chapter. In emerging from whatever kind of conflict, citizens are
challenged to address (deal with) both the Past and the Future, but especially after
a calamitous conflict which leaves them ‘starting again from scratch’ – as in the
case of the storm that wrecked the ship on which Robinson Crusoe was migrating.
This means both building a ‘new world’ and re-building the ‘old world’. In order
to engage more effectively in this great task of reconstruction, each citizen needs
their own ‘map room’, and access to the ‘map rooms’ of their fellow citizens; and
this is what the proposed new educational resource, CALM (I and II), is intended
to provide.

To both build a ‘new world’ and re-build an ‘old world’ at the same time is of
course to engage in another conflict. But the conflicted state of the world, as
explained already, is inescapable, and the big lesson of migration (as seen in Part
I) is that conflict between the claims of an ‘old world’ and a ‘new world’ may be
dealt with calmly – by judicious, skilful modulation between the two. Emerging
in this way from a conflict (such as that in and about Northern Ireland) requires
dealing also with four of the greater conflicts of which that conflict is a part
(religion versus science; integration versus segregation; future versus past; experts
versus experts). The challenge is so tough that citizens require a new kind of
educational resource to support them.1

1  The particular toughness of the challenge in Northern Ireland was made clear on 5 July 2019, when Secretary of
State Karen Bradley published the results of the Northern Ireland Office public consultation on Addressing the Legacy
of Northern Ireland’s Past, which proposed the development of an ‘Oral History Archive’. As the newspaper headlines
the following day explained:
Results of Consultation On How to DEAL WITH Legacy of Troubles Still LEAVES Us with a Gordian Knot
to UNRAVEL (Belfast Telegraph),
Huge Concerns REMAIN On Legacy Issues SAYS Foster as 17,000 GIVE their Views … ‘Document FAILS to
REFLECT Scale of Victims’ Concerns’ … Another Worrying Day for Anyone who FEARS that Legacy IS not
Fair … ‘A One-Sided Process IS Almost Inevitable’ (News Letter),
Bradley must GIVE Action Plan for People who WANT Truth and Justice SAYS Commissioner … Dithering
just PROLONGS Hurt of Victims and Survivors (Irish News). Cont’d



This explanation – ‘all are labouring to promote the general interests of a great
work’ – is in effect a ‘calming story’, and it should similarly inspire the CALM
project.66

The same basic principles of data collection, preservation, and presentation
apply in the digital age, and the object of CALM I and CALM II is to mobilise
expert and ordinary citizens alike in ‘collecting and diffusing information’,
particularly about their ‘migration stories’, and including information from all
‘branches’ of knowledge, with of course appropriate referencing of authority. This
chapter has proposed CALM I and II in the same tradition of public education
for the ‘common good’ as a new ‘resource’ – a ‘map room of map rooms’. As they
‘emerge from conflict’, it invites all citizens to ‘labour and promote the general
interests of a great work’ that will ‘calm’ rather than ‘enrage’ conflict; that will both
‘advance their real and permanent interests’ and ‘confer a general good on society
at large’, at the same time. The task of the next and final chapter, therefore, is to
persuade citizens and their relevant government departments and agencies –
Colleges, Archives, Libraries, and Museums – to enter a ‘CALM’ partnership
(coalition, consortium, joint venture) and start pioneering the proposed CALM
projects: the Conflict Atlas for Local Migration (CALM I) and Citizens Atlas of Local
Migration ( CALM II).
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66  This ‘great work’ may recall the ‘greater work’ of which it is a part, as explained in Chapter 8:
… it IS as if the Human Project IS to REVERSE the Project of the Natural (Pre-Human) Universe. The Latter
Project IS About the Progressive Differentiation (Parturition, Partition, Separation, Segregation) of the
Singularity that we have LEARNED to CALL the Big Bang.

These two ‘greater works’ (projects), seen here as ‘opposites’, may of course also be seen as parts of one even ‘greater
work’. Developing the ‘traffic’ metaphor (Chapter 1), this ‘even greater work’ might be seen as ‘calming the traffic of
matter’.
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Persuading Colleges, Archives,
Libraries, and Museums
(also CALM)

Having explained the problem of ‘Calming the Children’ (Chapter 10), and
proposed the CALM project (Chapter 11), this final chapter is about

persuading all relevant bodies, especially those in Northern Ireland, to join in
pioneering the complementary Conflict Atlas for Local Migration (CALM I) and
Citizens Atlas of Local Migration (CALM II) – through a coalition (consortium,
partnership, joint-venture) of Colleges, Archives, Libraries, and Museums (also
CALM). Ultimately, this would be a global network of partners. As claimed in the
Introduction and Chapter 11, despite being at such a low-point in its peace process,
twenty-one years after the Belfast~Good Friday Agreement, Northern Ireland is
nevertheless still well positioned to take the lead: to form the nucleus – a modest
pilot project that would develop a critical mass; do enough to persuade others to
join. Ideally, a ‘kernel’ CALM network would grow within the three-strand
framework of British–Irish relations (north-south, east-west, and within Northern
Ireland), and extend further afield. As Andy Pollak has explained in a study of
‘North–South co-operation since the Belfast Agreement [sic]’:

the Fact that the North–South Institutions have BEEN in Existence for
17 years IS a Success Story in itself, GIVEN the Deep Gulf of
Misunderstanding and Often Hostility between those who GOVERNED

the Two Jurisdictions for the previous 80 years (2017, 190). 

Should the current political impasse in Northern Ireland continue, and the climate
not prove favourable to its Colleges, Archives, Libraries & Museums taking the
initiative, then the lead could well be taken by those of another place – in Britain,
Ireland, or the rest of the world.1

This chapter is in two sections. The shorter first section explains more about
the power of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) as a digital tool in the

1  Andy Pollak, joint author with Ed Moloney of Paisley (1986), was founding director of the Centre for Cross
Border Studies (1999–2013), which has offices in Armagh and Dublin. For a GIS Mapping project commissioned by
the Centre, see ‘Surveying the Sickbeds: Initial Steps Towards Modelling All-Island Hospital Accessibility’ (Foley et al.
2008, 71). In the spirit of such ‘Cross-Border’ projects, partners in the proposed CALM project would:

ACT More like the Staff of Wikipedia: to NURTURE the New … Forms to the Point where they TAKE Off and
OPERATE organically (Mason 2015, 273).



Children, to SECURE that No Child SHALL SUFFER Hunger or Cold from
Lack of Food, Clothing or Shelter, but that All shall be PROVIDED with
the Means and Facilities REQUISITE for their Proper Education and
Training as Citizens [sic] … (The Problems Children FACE in Ireland
today – and the Policies that could SOLVE them, Irish Times,
10/01/2019).49

This ‘First Duty’ of the 1919 Democratic Programme may be seen as more or less
the same (as near as makes no difference) as one of the ‘Fourteen Primary
Outcomes’ of Northern Ireland’s 2016 Programme for Government, which is:

… About GIVING [Our] Youngest Citizens [sic] the Best Start in Life …
About ENSURING that All of Our Children and Young People GROW Up
safely and happily, in a Society where they RECEIVE the Support they NEED

to ACHIEVE their Full Potential …

Could any government explain the ‘outcome’ for its next generation of citizens in
terms ‘opposite’ to these? CALM would therefore fit well with the universal effort
to:

GIVE Our Children and Young People the Best Start in Life /– PROVIDE

All Children with the Means and Facilities Requisite for their Proper
Education and Training as Citizens.

In this respect at least, Northern Ireland’s 2016 Programme for Government and
Ireland’s 1919 Democratic Programme are as near identical as makes no difference
– like the two sides of a well-developed metaphor. From agreement on this
‘outcome’, a CALM coalition or consortium of Colleges, Archives, Libraries, and
Museums might join in the effort to develop a better ‘calming story’ for the next
generation, by pioneering a Conflict Atlas for Local Migration (CALM I) and
Citizens Atlas of Local Migration (CALM II).
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49  The Democratic Programme was passed by the first Dáil (Parliament) at its first meeting in Dublin, on 21 January
1919; but as Seán Ó Faoláin (1900–91) later explained:

it was LISTENED To and DISCUSSED for precisely 20 minutes and 50 seconds, and then BURIED forever (Irish
Childhood, A History: a Century after the first Dáil’s Democratic Programme, Dark Stains REMAIN on
the Irish Conscience in relation to the Treatment of Children, Diarmaid Ferriter, Irish Times, 19/1/2019). 



Conclusion

So to summarise the argument of this book and its call for action:

Part I is about explaining the problem of ‘calming’ (not ‘enraging’)
conflict, and proposing the Migration Metaphor as a new tool. Part II
is about explaining the continuing problem in Northern Ireland of
‘conflict about the causes of conflict’, and proposing to deal with it by
developing a Conflict Atlas for Local Migration (CALM I). Part III is
about explaining the problem of how to ‘calm’ our ‘children’, and
proposing to deal with it by developing a Citizens Atlas of Local
Migration (CALM II). The call is for a coalition (consortium,
partnership, joint-venture) of Colleges, Archives, Libraries & Museums
(also CALM) to pioneer CALM (I and II).

The aim, in short, is to provide citizens with this new educational resource as an
aid to the most important enterprise of running their own lives, as they ‘emerge’
from conflict. 

‘Emerging’ is the guiding metaphor with which Calming Conflict opens and
closes. If only one image of it were to prove memorable, perhaps it might be the
image on the front cover of ‘The Agreement versus Disagreement’. Or the Knox
cartoon of ‘Breaking the Bonds’ (Fig. 2.1.1) that visualizes:

the Citizens of Northern Ireland EMERGING from the Flood, and
MIGRATING on the Peace Train from the Dreary Steeples to Broad, Sunlit
Uplands (Chapter 2, Fig. 2.1.1).1

Or perhaps it might be the image of ‘Bede’s Sparrow’ (Chapter 4):

FLYING Out of the Raging Storm, Into the Calm of the King’s Residence,
and Out once more Into the Storm. 

As citizens, we are still more or less as Bede explained:

Besieged Residents, On Earth for a While (modicum), SHELTERING Inside
from the Storm, ACKNOWLEDGING Our Ignorance of what WENT Before,
and what WILL COME After. 

1  As explained in Chapter 1, use of this special notation (Initial Capitals for Nouns and Adjectives, SMALL CAPITALS

for VERBS, italics for adverbs) is intended as an ‘aid’ to draw the reader’s attention to the work being done by metaphor
in a text.
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As explained in the Introduction, a book like this may be seen as a ‘building’ 
in a ‘landscape’ – ‘three rivers, one city’ (p. xxvi). If so, the Index, together with 

the Contents (pp. v–viii) and Summary (pp. xxxv–xxxvii), is a ‘set of maps’ (atlas) 
of its ‘world’.  
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and Things.
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as potential ‘ways in’. 
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